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Editorial

Is forensic science the last bastion of resistance against statistics?

This editorial is based on a talk that I gave at the 6th European
Academy of Forensic Sciences meeting where I attempted to encourage
debate, reﬂection, and possibly change. Nothing I have written here is
aimed at any one person. Over the last 15 years I have been involved
in forensic research, education, and practice. This has given me considerable opportunities to see how the fruits of mine and my peers'
research has affected, or changed, the way forensic scientists study,
interpret, and present evidence. It is, therefore, rather disheartening to
say that the impact appears to be low to negligible. I will brieﬂy discuss
my ﬁndings in three different ﬁelds with which I have had some
interaction. These are: ﬁngerprints; glass; and DNA.
How many of the following complaints sound familiar?
“It may well be possible to compile a statistical database for ﬁngerprints,
however there would need to be considerable work done to assess
whether it is an achievable….”
“A working analytical model will then need to be created to analyze the
data and present it. This project may take years.”
“The cost of research, training and then defending the new methodology
will be signiﬁcant.”
“Then there is the question of who is asking for it?”
All these statements came from a single article [1], in response to the
R v T ruling. There has been signiﬁcant, sustained, scientiﬁc effort in
developing interpretation models, starting with Galton in 1892, up to
the present day. There has been almost no uptake of these developments. I have communicated with Neumann and Champod, who are
champions for advanced statistical methodology in this ﬁeld. Champod
(Pers. Comm.) pointed me towards signiﬁcant interest in new models
following the 2006 Mayﬁeld review [2] and the 2011 UK Fingerprint
Inquiry [3]. I am slightly cynical as interest in changing practice is
substantially different from actually changing practice.
As with ﬁngerprints, glass evidence is also a very mature evidence
type. Unlike ﬁngerprints, it is easily quantiﬁable through density, refractive index, or elemental composition measurements. Practitioners agree
on standards and methods, and purpose-built equipment is commercially available. There are good statistical models and there has been
considerable research not only on quantiﬁcation, but also less tangible
phenomena such as transfer and persistence. There is a long history of
statistical interpretation of glass evidence, arguably starting with Evett's
ﬁrst paper on the topic [4]. What is the state of play in glass? In a recent
collaborative testing exercise [5] 12.6% (14 out of 111) of laboratories
presented the results of a Bayesian approach to evidence interpretation.
Should I/we be happy that approximately 1 in 8 labs is using our work?

Signiﬁcant scientiﬁc efforts have been made to develop interpretation
models. However, the predominant interpretation method has not
progressed past a two sample t-test. There is minor uptake of the Bayesian approach, a methodology that has been well-developed and fairly
stable for the last 10–15 years.
DNA is a comparatively new evidence type. DNA is often held up as
the poster-child for statistical interpretation of evidence. For example
the National Academies stated in the news release about its 2009 report,
“Nuclear DNA analysis has been subjected to more scrutiny than any other
forensic discipline” [6]. One would think that with such an endorsement
that methods for DNA interpretation were beyond reproach. If this is
the case, why then do I still encounter forensic scientists who: report,
“the evidence is consistent with the suspect being a contributor”; report
Random Man Not Excluded (RMNE) or Cumulative Probability of Inclusion (CPI) type calculations in (almost any) mixture case; ignore or
deny the existence of population substructure when we know that
both Hardy–Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) and Linkage Equilibrium
(LE) assumptions are demonstrably false; and refuse to report LowTemplate (LT)-DNA cases when we know that issues such as contamination (drop in), allelic drop out, and stutter are a feature of standard
case work where DNA is abundant. The assessment of DNA needs to
be brutal. There has been a massive scientiﬁc effort in developing interpretation models and methods of interpretation and are routinely used
in court. These methods have been subjected to more scrutiny, testing,
and evaluation than those in any other ﬁeld of forensic science. Why
then do we have such hugely inconsistent uptake? many practitioners
like RMNE/CPI because it is (supposedly) easy to explain to the court.
As an expert presenting evidence to the court, I have an obligation to
use the best scientiﬁc methods available to me, not the ones that are
the easiest to explain. If you think the ease of explanation is acceptable
practice, then I have question for you. Is explaining the likelihood ratio
(or any other statistic) to the court harder than explaining how ICPMS works? Is there a list of “acceptable black boxes” for the court?
I hope that I have convinced you that we might have something to
discuss. I will, in turn, outline what I think are the causes behind our current state of affairs, and then discuss some potential solutions and ways
forward. I share some of the blame myself, and on behalf of members of
my own professional community. Many statisticians come across as
simply too academic. That is, they are unable or unwilling to simplify explanation to facilitate better understanding. They may be unable or unwilling to ﬁnd acceptable compromises to the “best” solution, and they
may have different objectives to the forensic scientist. It is easy to be too
disengaged from the problem of interest, or to far from the practical
concerns and realities of casework. To be an effective and useful statistician requires one to engage with the specialists in that discipline,
take time to understand the nature of the problem, and the issues that
may affect the interpretation of the results. Statisticians who have not
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testiﬁed, or who have testiﬁed under restricted circumstances, are generally unaware of court room proceedings and complexities. This leads
to proposals of solutions which may not be allowed by the court.
Readers familiar with the latest research on the interpretation of
DNA and ﬁngerprints will know that statistical models for evidence interpretation are becoming increasingly complex, and computationally
demanding. The literature describing these models is often written for
completeness or validation, or for other experts. These methods are
only useful if you have the software. Software for interpretation can
be very expensive. There are reasons for this: it is extremely expensive
to produce, or it may be the main source of income for some individuals/
companies. However, the cost of a software license pales into insigniﬁcance when compared to a new ICP-MS. The cost of the license is only
one part of the equation. When you factor in the number of caseworker
hours spent doing tedious calculations, and the associated peer
checking, then a piece of software that removes this becomes cheap
by comparison. There is quite a lot of freeware, and there is an initiative
by the International Society for Forensic Genetics to promote and support these efforts. There is some (legitimate) concern that freeware
can be unsupported, unvalidated, and hard to use. This is true, but we
could view this as a community effort. A good example of this is the
operating system Linux which is the World's most dominant internet
server platform, trusted for any number of e-Commerce transactions
daily, without question or concern.
There have been several high-proﬁle, and potentially damaging,
rulings which criticise, or rule against, the use of Bayes' Theorem in
court (R v Doheney and G. Adams [1997] 1 Cr App R. 369, R v D.
Adams [1996] 2 Cr App R 467, R v D. Adams [1998] 1 Cr App R 377,
R v T [2010] EWCA Crim 2439). Such rulings provide fruitful grounds
for challenge. This means continued allegations of using biased, ﬂawed,
or discredited methods, continued ignorance/misunderstanding about
the probabilistic nature of evidence, and continued reliance on dangerously incorrect inferences. Members of our own forensic community
will see this as a reason not to improve methods of evidence interpretation, a justiﬁcation to adhere to the match/non-match paradigm, a reason to not use, or to misuse, databases, and to continue reporting
relative frequencies in populations, or P-values.
Readers might have thought that at this point all blame had been apportioned. Forensic practitioners are as much a part of the problem as
they need to be part of the solution. Again the reasons are varied.
There is the fundamental human dislike of change. Forensic scientists
are very often constrained by their standard operating procedures,
and by their management. Guiding this is the management fear of exposure to litigation over historical case work. Refusing to examine your
practices will not diminish this exposure. We also need to acknowledge
that there is a fundamental fear of statistics, both in the general public,
and in the scientiﬁc community. This is completely understandable.
Forensic agencies do need to recognize this issue, as forensic science
trainees need to recognise that they must use statistics as part of the
job. Defensive attitudes of current practice are contrary to the ideas of
scientiﬁc progress and are extremely damaging.
The “CSI effect” has led to a dramatic increase in forensic science
educational programmes. This may be perceived as a way to revitalize
failing programmes by glamorizing selected scientiﬁc disciplines in the
way that only the entertainment industry can. One might expect a decline
in quality with such a rapid increase. There is a small number of publications relating to forensic science education programmes [7,8,10,9,11]. Of
these, several contain information speciﬁcally about statistics. Furton
et al. [10] surveyed crime lab directors on their statistical education
requirements for various forensic positions, Almirall and Furton [9]
recorded the number of semesters of mathematics and statistics new
graduates had taken as part of their education, and Tregar and Proni reported that 55% of institutions required statistics as part of their curriculum. My suspicion, and I am happy to be corrected, is that the statistics
requirement in many of these programmes is no more than the statistics

requirement of any science degree. That is, students receive some elementary training in basic data analysis techniques such as hypothesis
testing, regression, and maybe basic multivariate analysis. There are
two main uses for statistics in forensic science which are in fundamental
research and development, and in evidence interpretation. What is lacking is specialist training in the latter, even if it is just a brief overview of
the likelihood ratio approach. Both are important, but have different focuses. It is the latter rather than the former that I have concentrated on
today. In forensic science education, it would be a very positive step to
have dedicated statistically trained faculty staff (preferably with courtgoing experience) to teach both topics. The judiciary and legal community need to be educated too. I have often been impressed by the scholarship judges apply to their work. We do need to accept however that
many judges (and lawyers) are numerically challenged. Education of
the judiciary is essential because once we have their acceptance we will
no longer have our scientiﬁc progress hampered by legal precedence.
For any solution to be effective there has to be the desire to change.
Without this nothing will change. The ﬁrst steps must be about personal
change. I plan to spend more time with forensic researchers. I want to
spend time in speciﬁc communities towards improving methods of interpretation without the expectation that they go to the full Bayesian
solution immediately. And ﬁnally, I wish to continue making my own
work more accessible through software. The forensic statistics community needs to be bigger. Forensic statisticians need to also spend some
time in the laboratory. You cannot understand a set of evidential measurements unless you have had some experience of taking those
measurements.
I would like to reiterate that my overall aim here is to inspire
thought, reﬂection, and hopefully change. Given that this is an editorial,
I will save an extended discussion and bibliography for another piece in
the future. Statistical interpretation is a vital part of a modern forensic
scientist's toolbox. It is incumbent upon us, as a community, to make
sure that we have the best tool set available and that everyone knows
how to use it.
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